Phonons and their interactions are necessary for determining a wide range of materials properties. Here we present four independent advances which facilitate the computation of phonons and their interactions from first-principles. First, we implement a group-theoretical approach to construct the order N Taylor series of a d-dimensional crystal purely in terms of space group irreducible derivatives (ID), which guarantees symmetry by construction and allows for a practical means of communicating and storing phonons and their interactions. Second, we prove that the smallest possible supercell which accommodates N given wavevectors in a d-dimensional crystal is determined using the Smith Normal Form of the matrix formed from the corresponding wavevectors; resulting in negligible computational cost to find said supercell, in addition to providing the maximum required multiplicity for uniform supercells at arbitrary N and d. Third, we develop a series of finite displacement methodologies to compute phonons and their interactions which exploit the first two developments: lone and bundled irreducible derivative (LID and BID) approaches. LID computes a single ID, or as few as possible, at a time in the smallest supercell possible, while BID exploits perturbative derivatives for some order less than N (e.g. Hellman-Feynman forces) in order to extract all ID in the smallest possible supercells using the fewest possible computations. Finally, we derive an equation for the order N volume derivatives of the phonons in terms of the order N = N + 2 ID. Given that the former are easily computed, they can be used as a stringent, infinite ranged test of the ID. Our general framework is illustrated on graphene, yielding irreducible phonon interactions to fifth order. Additionally, we provide a cost analysis for the rock-salt structure at N = 3, demonstrating a massive speedup compared to popular finite displacement methods in the literature.
I. INTRODUCTION A. General Background
Phonons and phonon interactions dictate a wide array of materials properties, often including thermal conductivity, thermal expansion, linear and nonlinear elasticity, structural phase stability, and many other properties [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Even when studying purely electronic phenomena, knowledge of phonons and their interactions can be critical to interpreting experimental measurements. While computing phonons from first-principles is largely considered a solved problem, practical shortcomings of existing methods still preclude their use on a broad swath of materials with select first-principles approaches. Furthermore, computing phonon interactions from first-principles is still a rapidly evolving field, and the basic form of phonon interactions is not well known even in classic materials systems.
The problem of computing phonons and their interactions from first-principles is equivalent to computing the Taylor series expansion of the Born-Oppenheimer energy surface with respect to the nuclear displacements of the crystal. The second order terms (i.e. harmonic) dictate the phonons, while higher order terms (i.e. anharmonic) dictate phonon interactions. Given that a crystal is infinite in extent, the computed Taylor series at each order will necessarily be truncated at some maximum resolution. An important task is to obtain a sufficiently high resolution such that the expansion is converged at a given order, meaning that a higher resolution will have no appreciable influence on relevant observables.
There are two basic approaches to computing phonons 6, 7 and the same can be claimed regarding their interactions: perturbation theory and finite displacements; where the latter encompasses usual finite difference approaches or more complicated fitting procedures based on finite displacements. Furthermore, these approaches are naturally combined, using perturbation theory to obtain some low order derivative (e.g. HellmanFeynman forces) and finite displacements for a higher derivative. For an early example at second order within density functional theory (DFT), Ihm et. al used the Hellman-Feynman forces and finite difference to compute phonons 8 . In this same spirit, Bonini et. al used density functional perturbation theory (DFPT) to compute second order terms and then used finite difference to compute third and fourth order terms in graphene 9 . In any case, whether it be perturbation theory or finite displacement or a combination thereof, the de facto standard is to compute all derivatives associated with displacements that transform as irreducible representations of some finite translation group (FTG) (i.e. q-points commensurate with a Born-von-Karman supercell, described further in Section II B). This set of derivatives allows for a Fourier interpolation, which exactly preserves the derivatives at a q-point that is an irreducible representation of the FTG while providing a smooth interpolation for all other q-points (see Refs. 10 and 11 for early examples at second order). Assuming that the discretization errors of finite difference calculations are properly extrap-olated to zero; and that spurious behavior is properly handled when encountered via perturbation theory (e.g. see reference 12); and that the underlying first-principles approach is properly converged with respect to its own discretizations (e.g. plane wave cutoff, k-point density, etc); and that the energy function is analytic; then all approaches must agree on derivatives with respect to displacements which transform as irreducible representations of the FTG.
Within DFT at second order, it should be noted that a distinct advantage of perturbation theory (i.e. density functional perturbation theory) is that an arbitrary point within the Brillouin Zone may be computed with a cost on the order of a standard DFT calculation of the primitive unit cell 7 , while finite displacement approaches are limited to supercells for which a DFT calculation can be tractably performed. However, not all mainstream DFT codes have fully implemented DFPT yet. Moreover, perturbation theory is not ubiquitous for techniques which go beyond DFT, and even simple approaches like DFT+U only have a few demonstrations to date where perturbation theory has been executed at second order 13, 14 . Therefore, both perturbation theory and finite displacement approaches will continue to play an important role for the foreseeable future in the context of computing phonons and their interactions.
This paper describes several novel approaches, applicable to a broad variety of phonon and phonon-interaction methodologies. First, we write the Taylor series purely in terms of space group irreducible derivatives, building in all possible symmetry by construction; we are not aware of existing studies that employ this in complex scenarios beyond second order (i.e. for a sufficiently large FTG to describe generic observables). Aside from computational efficiency, symmetry is essential for characterizing, storing, and disseminating the vibrational Hamiltonian. Second, we devise two finite displacement approaches, which focus on getting the most precise answer or getting a robust answer as efficiently as allowed by group theory. Finally, we evaluate various approaches to assessing the integrity of the Taylor series.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sections I B-I E review the relevant literature with respect to group theory, perturbation theory, and previous approaches using finite displacements. Section II outlines our group theoretical methodology, which is illustrated throughout with examples from graphene for the sake of clarity. Additionally, a glossary of all key variables can be found in Supplementary Information, Table SI. Section III puts forward our finite displacement approaches. Section III B solves the minimal supercell problem using the Smith Normal Form, resulting in the Minimum Supercell Multiplicity equation; while Sections III D-III F introduce our LID and BID finite displacement approaches. Finally, Section IV focusses on how to asses the quality of the extracted irreducible derivatives, including the N -th order strain derivatives of the phonons.
Applications are presented throughout the manuscript, and DFT calculations were executed as follows (unless otherwise noted). DFT calculations within the local density approximation (LDA) 15 were performed using the Projector Augmented Wave (PAW) method 16, 17 , as implemented in the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP) [18] [19] [20] [21] . A plane wave basis with a kinetic energy cutoff of 625 eV was employed. We used a Γ-centered kpoint mesh of 100×100×1. All k-point integrations were done using Gaussian smearing with a smearing width of 0.2eV. The DFT energies were converged to within 10 −8 eV, while ionic relaxations were converged to within 10 −7 eV. The relaxed lattice parameter in graphene was found to be a 0 =2.44994Å.
B. Symmetry and Irreducible Derivatives
Group theory is a central tenet of physics 22, 23 , and it should characterize phonons and their interactions; regardless of how these quantities are computed (i.e. finite displacement or perturbation theory). In the context of atomic physics, for example, where continuous groups characterize the invariance of the Hamiltonian, the notion of an "irreducible matrix element" as given by the Wigner-Eckhardt theorem is textbook material 24 ; and the same could be said for nuclear physics 25 . The beauty of irreducible matrix elements is that absolutely no excess information needs to be provided, beyond the chosen phase conventions, to characterize any possible matrix element; and one is guaranteed that the theory satisfies symmetry by construction. Generically, we refer to this type of symmetrization as "intrinsic symmetrization", because it begins with basis functions that transform like irreducible representations of the group, and determines the existence of an arbitrary matrix element a priori.
In the context of lattice vibrations, the corresponding quantities are "space group irreducible derivatives" of the Born-Oppenheimer potential. Such an approach will automatically satisfy all space group symmetry by construction, in addition to homogeneity of free space and permutation symmetry of each derivative. At second order, space group irreducible derivatives are constructed using standard tools of solid state physics 22, 26 : the irreducible Brillouin zone and the little group of a given q-point. Beyond second order, the use of space group irreducible derivatives is far less common, most likely because the group theory is more complex. Nonetheless, constructing the symmetric products of irreducible representations of space groups was essentially a solved problem by the year 1980, and the history of this saga is well described in Cracknell et. al (see Vol. 1 of Ref. 27 ). There are two complimentary approaches [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] : the full group approach and the subgroup approach. While both approaches have their respective merits, Cracknell et. al used the subgroup formulation of Gard 33, 34 to completely automate the process, resulting in a code which could be executed at an arbitrary order N 27 ; only limited by the computers of their time period. They produced printouts containing the selection rules for third order symmetric products within all crystallographic space groups, and therefore the composition of the third order Taylor series in terms of space group irreducible derivatives can be obtained for any possible crystal. They also report that they produced an archived volume with quartic symmetric products for all space groups. Despite the power of intrinsic symmetrization in the context of lattice dynamics, which works with basis functions that transform as irreducible representations of the space group and obey clear selection rules which can be determined once and for all a priori, it remains highly underutilized; with applications beyond second order often involving Landau expansions, where a phase transition may be associated with a single star of wavevectors 36 ; or optical transitions 35 . However, we are not aware of any systematic approach which utilizes intrinsic symmetrization to construct phonon interactions in general, which is an intent of this paper.
The major alternative to utilizing intrinsic symmetrization is to start with the order N Taylor series in real space (i.e. with displacements labeled by a lattice translation) and then impose invariance with respect to the space group operations, permutation symmetry of the derivative, and homogeneity and isotropy of free space [37] [38] [39] ; and this results in a system of linear equations that the real space derivatives must obey. This approach is the direct opposite of intrinsic symmetrization: instead of starting with symmetry and only creating allowed polynomials, one starts with the most general polynomials and then determines their relations. We refer to this alternate procedure as "extrinsic symmetrization". While extrinsic symmetrization is most naturally associated with a real space basis, we note that it can be used for an arbitrary basis. Extrinsic symmetrization can be straightforwardly implemented in scenarios that are sufficiently low order and short range, allowing one to solve for a set of irreducible real space derivatives. However, this approach quickly becomes challenging as the size of the initial unsymmetrized polynomial will grow rapidly with order and range.
Practitioners typically numerically implement extrinsic symmetrization while simultaneously fitting the real space derivatives, resulting in a procedure where it is unclear to the outside observer if symmetry is actually being fulfilled. This even happens regularly at second order. For example, in the well known paper of Parlinski et. al, which puts forward an approach to compute phonons using finite difference 11 , they implement point symmetry using extrinsic symmetrization and apply this to the case of ZrO 2 . For a 2 × 2 × 2 supercell relative to the conventional cubic cell, their symmetry analysis finds that there are 68 independent parameters, though they report that only 59 of these 68 are nonzero. Nonetheless, group theory dictates that there are precisely 52 irreducible derivatives, all of which can be chosen as real numbers (see Appendix B for details). Strictly speaking, their Born-Oppenheimer potential will not satisfy symmetry, though their results are clearly robust and not affected by this inefficacy. However, it is also worth noting that group theory dictates that all irreducible derivatives can be extracted with a single central finite difference calculation instead of two, which is used in their study (see Appendix B for details). Clearly, it is much easier to employ intrinsic symmetrization instead of a numerical implementation of extrinsic symmetrization where the answer is not obvious. While the aforementioned paper is relatively old, extrinsic symmetrization still persists at second order [40] [41] [42] and is commonplace beyond second order [43] [44] [45] [46] . More importantly, we demonstrate that the practical inefficacy of extrinsic symmetrization is dramatically worse in some popular approaches for computing cubic interactions (See Section III E).
An important point to consider is how the Taylor series is truncated at a given order, and there are two natural approaches to doing this. First, one can create a homomorphic mapping between the infinite translation group and a finite translation group (FTG) via a Born von Karman (BvK) supercell 22, 26 ; and this type of truncation is naturally compatible with the irreducible representations of the space group and the accompanying intrinsic symmetrization. Second, one can retain the infinite crystal, or a sufficiently large BvK supercell, and define a range in real space via nearest neighbor shells or some cluster size beyond which all derivatives are zero; and this type of truncation is naturally compatible with a real space basis and extrinsic symmetrization. We refer to these two types of truncation as reciprocal space truncation and real space truncation, respectively, given that the former restricts to some finite number of q-points and the latter restricts to some neighbor shell in real space. An important point to realize is that these two truncations do not have a direct correspondence in general, and it is often not clear which truncation a practitioner is using.
An additional important point is that translation group irreducible derivatives, and therefore space group irreducible derivatives as well, are invariant to the supercell in which they are computed, whereas real space derivatives are only exact in the infinite crystal. Of course, a real space basis can always be used in any supercell, even very small supercells, but in such situations the real space derivatives are simply containers and interpolants for the space group irreducible derivatives. Under normal circumstances, the real space derivatives will converge when taken in a sufficiently large supercell, but space group irreducible derivatives are always converged with respect to supercell size by construction. However, a sufficient number of space group irreducible derivatives must be resolved in order to precisely interpolate to an arbitrary q-point, which is equivalent to the real space derivatives being sufficiently diminished within the truncation range.
Finally, we point out that there is a middle ground between intrinsic and extrinsic symmetrization, which can be convenient if a real-space truncation is needed.
One can consider the crystal to be an infinite array of overlapping clusters, and the local modes of each cluster can then be used as the new degrees of freedom subject to a constraint. Such a program was originally put forth and implemented for model Hamiltonians in two dimensions [47] [48] [49] . The same type of framework, called the Slave Mode Expansion, was put forward purely for the purpose of symmetrizing the lattice potential 50, 51 . The basic idea is to perform intrinsic symmetrization with respect to the point group, and then to perform extrinsic symmetrization with respect to the translation group; assuming that the clusters overlap (see Ref. 52 for an approach similar in spirit, yet distinct).
C. Perturbation theory
Perturbation theory is normally the preferred method for computing derivatives, and should be used when possible. The Hellman-Feynman theorem provides first derivatives of the energy (i.e. the force) at a very small computational cost 6 , and have become standard in density functional theory codes. Perturbative forces are often implemented in static approaches like DFT+U , and a few studies have succeeded in computing forces in more advanced methods such as DFT plus dynamical meanfield theory 53, 54 .
For second order derivatives, density functional perturbation theory (DFPT)
7,55-58 may be executed at an arbitrary reciprocal space point, with a cost which is on the order of a primitive cell self-consistent DFT calculation 7 ; and there is a large literature of such calculations. DFPT is not as widely available as the ubiquitous HellmanFeynman forces, and therefore DFPT may not be available for all codes or basis sets in practice. Furthermore, DFPT often does not support even simple beyond DFT methods such as DFT+U, and at present we are only aware of several examples in the literature 13, 14 . Therefore, DFPT is not always an option for second order derivatives.
DFPT may be extended to third order [57] [58] [59] , and this has been implemented for the most general case (i.e. arbitrary q vectors, metals and insulators) 60, 61 . A small number of applications can be found in the literature thus far [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] . We are not aware of any studies using third order DFPT within DFT+U .
DFPT naturally works with irreducible derivatives of the translation group, and at least some implementations at second order work with irreducible representations of the space group when performing perturbation theory 68 . It is unclear to what extent point symmetry, or full space group symmetry, is exploited for third order. In any case, it would be ideal if DFPT studies reported space group irreducible derivatives, as this would allow for a direct comparison with competing methods.
D. Finite displacement phonon approaches
Finite displacement approaches are those which explicitly move the atoms in a series of different displacement fields and perform a full, self-consistent first-principles calculation in each case. This could range from performing a first-principles molecular dynamics trajectory, to a more standard central or forward finite difference calculation; and we focus on the latter. We begin by reviewing the earliest papers in the literature, and discuss them in terms of the framework we will be presenting. Perhaps the earliest study performed second and third order finite difference derivatives of the energy using a displacement which transforms as an irreducible representation of the space group 69 , and this came to be known as a "frozenphonon" calculation. In terms of our categorization, the preceding paper falls under LID with PD 0 (see Section III D).
Several similar studies followed soon after on various materials 8, 70, 71 , and Ihm et. al used the HellmanFeynman forces in this same context 8 , which we categorize as LID using PD 1 . Martin subsequently announced a major advance which further exploited HellmanFeynman forces 72 , whereby the displacement field was intentionally chosen not to transform as an irreducible representation of the space group such that many independent force constants could be independently measured. This general philosophy falls under the category of SS-BID using PD 1 (see Section III E). A subsequent study then executed Martin's previous announcement with an application to GaAs 73 , showing the power of this approach. However, several additional steps would be needed to satisfy all the conditions of SS-BID. First, the force constants should be extracted in a manner which preserves the irreducible derivatives of the translation group. Second, the approach for displacing the atoms could be optimized.
In order to better exploit the forces, displacement should be constructed so as to sample as many irreducible derivatives as possible in a single calculation. Frank et. al made another step forward, performing finite difference calculations where they displaced a single atom at a time 74 . This approach goes a long way towards achieving the goal, given that a local displacement in real space is guaranteed to sample all q-points in the supercell; though a shortcoming is that point symmetry is not explicitly dealt with in any way. More problematic is that care is needed to ensure the translation group irreducible derivatives are extracted properly.
Parlinski et. al resolved a main shortcoming of the preceding studies 11 , introducing a proper weighting of the real space force constants on the boundary of the WignerSeitz supercell, which ensures their Fourier interpolation yields the numerically exact irreducible derivatives of the finite translation group for the supercell being used. The authors also directly account for point symmetry, determining the minimum number of calculations required to extract all force constant in conjunction with the forces (though there were some inefficacies in their analysis, see discussion in Section I B). We categorize this method as a N = 2 SS-BID approach using PD 1 (see Section III E).
A relevant factor which had not been considered by the aforementioned approaches is that they extract all force constants from a single supercell, and we refer to these as single supercell (SS) approaches. An important development occurred relatively recently with the work of Monserrat et al. 75 , which recognized the importance of using so-called non-diagonal supercells. They show that given a three dimensional crystal, all q-points within a n 1 ×n 2 ×n 3 supercell can always be probed in a multiplicity lcm(n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ) supercell. This result has far reaching implications for computing phonons, offering a massive speedup for first-principles approaches which scale in a super-linear manner. We note that their result is a special case of our Minimum Supercell Multiplicity equation (Eq. 36), and equation 37 which follows.
E. Finite displacement anharmonic approaches
Finite displacement approaches have also been employed to compute anharmonic terms. As mentioned, the very first frozen phonon calculation by Wendel and Martin computed a third order derivative using finite difference of the energy 69 . More systematic approaches began to appear thereafter, such as when Vanderbilt et. al used the forces and finite displacement calculations to fit an assortment of cubic and quartic phonon interactions at products of the Γ and X points in diamond 76, 77 . These interactions were then fit to a modified Keating model which was then used to extrapolate throughout the Brillouin zone; and this approach provided reasonable results for the phonon lifetimes in Si.
As time progressed and computing resources increased, new efforts emerged to systematically compute more interactions. Esfarjani and Stokes employed a extrinsic symmetrization approach with a real space truncation (see Section I B) in order to compute the real space force constants up to fourth order 43 . They suggested that a data set of forces could be obtained from DFT calculations on a sufficiently large supercell by generating a first-principles molecular dynamics trajectory, random displacements, or symmetrically displacing one atom at a time; and they opted for the latter in a test on Si. Using this data set and the aforementioned symmetrization constraints, they fit the real space force constants up to fourth order. Applications of this method in a wide range of materials soon followed, all in the context of thermal conductivity [78] [79] [80] [81] . Many approaches similar to the aforementioned approach, yet distinct in various ways, soon followed 44, 46, 50, 52, [82] [83] [84] , with each producing the real space force constants up to some order and within some real space truncation range. In section III E, we compare our SS-BID approach to several of the aforementioned approaches 44, 83, 84 , demonstrating that we can extract all space group irreducible derivatives far more efficiently for a given test case in rock salt. Furthermore, all of the above approaches could benefit from our hierarchical supercell approach (see Sections III B and III F).
While all the preceding studies relied upon forces (i.e. PD 1 ), third and fourth order phonon interactions have been computed using finite difference of second order DFPT calculations in graphene and graphite 9 . In that study, a FTG is used for truncation (i.e. with graphene, they usedŜ BZ = 41 for N = 3 and N = 4 with PD 2 ) instead of a real space truncation, and the cubic and quartic derivatives appear to be translation group irreducible. A study of this sort could fully exploit both the SS-BID and the HS-BID approaches we outline in this paper, which would yield a major increase in efficiency (see Section III E and III F).
II. GROUP THEORETICAL METHODOLOGY

A. Crystalline potential and its derivatives
We begin by discussing the Born-Oppenheimer potential energy, V , defined over the set of all nuclear displacements in the crystal, {u (b,β) t }; where t labels a unit cell in lattice coordinates, b labels one of the n a different atoms within the unit cell, and β labels one of the n p possible displacements of the atom. The function V is invariant to all operations of some space group and conserves total linear and angular momentum; and V is presumed to be analytic. Our convention is to define V as the energy of the crystal per unit cell, so it is an intensive quantity. While we focus on V in this work, any function defined over the lattice could be considered. Due to the large number of variables defined in this paper, a glossary is provided in Supplementary Information, Table SI . Additionally, our application to graphene is distributed throughout the manuscript, which should aid in understanding all definitions.
If the crystal is d-dimensional, the translation group is defined via d linearly independent vectors a i in R d , and stored as row-stacked vectors in the rank-d matrix a. Basis atoms are specified as n a distinct Cartesian vectors A i . A corresponding set of reciprocal lattice vectors are defined asb = 2πâ −1 , whereb gives the column stacked vectors b i . The continuum of q-points within the first Brillouin zone can be used to form basis functions {u 
where a 0 = 2.44994Å, as computed within DFT (see Section I A for computational details), and i is the unit vector of x-axis. An arbitrary lattice point may be expressed as tâ, where t is a d-dimensional vector of integers: t ∈ Z d . An N -th order derivative of V is denoted as V j1...jN i1...iN , where i labels either some linear combination of reciprocal lattice vectors or real lattice vectors, and j labels some linear combination of the n a n p degrees of freedom within the unit cell. For the specific case of derivatives taken with respect to the displacements in the real lattice basis, we define the force tensor
where we explicitly retain the identity translation 0 as the first index (i.e. t 1 − t 1 = 0), and u (ai,αi) ti follows the same convention as previously defined; with α labeling a displacement and a labeling an atom within the primitive cell. For the specific case of derivatives taken with respect to displacements that transform as irreducible representations of the translation group, we define the dynamical tensor:
where N i=1 q i is a reciprocal lattice vector, and a i , α i follows the same convention as previously defined.
B. Finite Translation Group
Here we define the familiar notion of the finite translation group (FTG), which is a homomorphic mapping with the infinite translation group via periodic boundary conditions 22, 26 ; though we consider the most general case. The FTG is equivalently defined using a supercell of the real space lattice or a subcell of the reciprocal lattice; which we refer to as the Born-von Karman (BvK) supercell and Brillouin Zone (BZ) subcell, respectively. We note that non-diagonal BvK supercells are considered in this work. Mathematically, we define the BvK supercell lattice vectors of the real space lattice and the corresponding BZ subcell vectors of the reciprocal lattice using the matrixŜ BZ : 
where e j is a unit vector in Z d . These integer vectors t are lattice coordinates of FTG points, and we refer to them as "t-points"; though it should be emphasized that t-points can either be used to specify a lattice translation in lattice coordinates ofâ or reciprocal space points in lattice coordinates ofb BZ . Therefore, these points characterize both the FTG and its irreducible representations. The set of all t-points is defined ast BZ (sets are always denoted with a tilde), and |t BZ | = det(Ŝ BZ ). Given the importance of the total number of t-points, we define the variable n q = |t BZ | = det(Ŝ BZ ).
When a t-point t is denoted in lattice coordinates of b, it will be a fraction that is less than one; and it is simply denoted as q (i.e. q i =Ŝ −1 BZ t i ). We naturally refer to these points as "q-points", and the characters of the irreducible representations of the FTG are then e i2πtq . The set of all q is denoted asq BZ , and this stores all q-points within the first Brillouin Zone. Clearly, we have |q BZ | = n q . Another key property of the FTG is the largest least common denominator of all components of any q ∈q BZ , denoted L m . In the common case of S BZ = n1, where n ∈ Z + , we simply have L m = n; and we refer to this as a uniform supercell.
The physical meaning of the real space supercell and reciprocal space subcell is then clear: the allowed subcell points q ∈q BZ correspond to waves that are commensurate with the supercellâ BZ . Stated differently, each allowed subcell q-point transforms like the identity representation of the infinite supercell translation group. It is clear that the reciprocal lattice sub-cell volume is reduced by a factor of n q while the corresponding real space supercell is increased by this same factor.
The symmetrized displacement amplitudes are obtained with the projection operator, recovering the usual discrete Fourier transform, though we use a normalization such that the q-space amplitudes are intensive quantities:
where these modes are imparted on some supercellŜ BZ . In the case of graphene, it is straightforward to find that all FTG can be obtained as integer multiples of the rank 2 identity matrix1 or the K-supercell,Ŝ K = 21 − σ x , whereσ x is a Pauli matrix; and this results in grid densities of n q = {n 2 |n ∈ Z + } and n q = {3n 2 |n ∈ Z + } points per Brillouin zone, respectively (See schematic in trivial given that n a > 1 in graphene, it is pedagogically instructive to consider the next largest FTGŜ BZ =Ŝ K ; which corresponds to the order 3 cyclic group. For this FTG, n q = 3 and we havẽ
which can be deduced from the diagrams in Figure 1 .
C. Point Symmetry of Finite Translation Group
The point symmetry of the FTG must also be considered, and several additional definitions are needed. First, t IBZ andq IBZ are irreducible sets which can generate all elements oft BZ andq BZ , respectively, in conjunction with some point operationR ∈G. Furthermore, it is important to identify the so-called "little group" G q for each q ∈q IBZ , which is the subgroup ofG that leaves q invariant to within a shift in Z d . Finally, we must introduce the "star" of the q-point, which is the set of points generate byG:s q = {b −1Rb q |∀R ∈G}, where |s q | ≤ h; and there will be one star for each q ∈q IBZ . The set of all stars is then denoted as s BZ = {s q |∀q ∈q IBZ }. A given star may be used to create a |s q |-dimensional representation of star vectors.
In the case of graphene, we haveG = D 6h , using Schoenflies notation. ForŜ BZ =Ŝ K ,q IBZ = {Γ, K}; the little groups areG Γ = D 6h andG K = D 3h ; the two stars ares Γ = {Γ} ands K = {K,K}, and the corresponding representations of the star vectors decompose to A 1g and A 1g ⊕ B 2u , respectively. The explicit representation are:
D. Order N identity representations of FTG and permutation symmetry
Having defined the FTG, the resolution of the problem has been set. We proceed by creating all of the order N direct product representations ofq BZ which transform like the identity under the translation group. Each identity representation is given by a variableQ, which is a row stacked matrix of N vectors {q i } in a particular order; and the notation (Q) implies a N -tuple of the {q i } with the same ordering. The translation group demands that the identity representation satisfy ( q ∈(Q) q ) ∈ Z d . Clearly, one of the q ∈ (Q) is not independent, and there must be n N −1 q distinct identity representations. Therefore, we can identify each order N identity irreducible representation with a corresponding irreducible representation of the N − 1 direct product group formed fromt BZ ; with the set of all product translations collected in the setT BZ . The set of all identity representations {Q i } within the BvK supercell is denoted asQŜ BZ (abbreviated asQ BZ ). For the case of graphene with N = 3 andŜ BZ =Ŝ K , we have:
We will also need to form the stars for eachQ ∈Q, which is straightforwardly constructed.
Given that any derivative is invariant to permutation symmetry, it is necessary to define a multisetQ = {q|q ∈ (Q)} (i.e. there is no ordering and repeating q i are allowed). We can immediately reduceQ BZ to the identity representations of the symmetric product group by retaining only the uniqueQ generated fromQ BZ ; and this is denotedQ BZ . Finally, we can create the point irreducible set ofQ BZ , denoted asQ IBZ . For the case of graphene with N = 3 andŜ BZ =Ŝ K , we have:
For eachQ ∈Q IBZ , all distinctQ i that are generated from point operations form a star, denoted asSQ (where
The set composed of all such stars is denotedS BZ (where
E. Point symmetry including the basis
Having accounted for translation, permutation, and point symmetry of the order N identity representations of the pure lattice, point symmetry of the atoms and their corresponding displacements vectors must now be incorporated. First, one must symmetrize the n a n p displacements {u (a,α) q } for all q ∈q IBZ according the little group of each respective q; as these are the building blocks for a given q ∈Q. The representation of displacements at a given q is then given asΓ(u q ) = αΓ α , where α labels an irreducible representation; and the irreducible representation labels can be stored in the setΓ(u q ). For the case of q = M x , for example, we have the following six displacement amplitudes: (20) We tabulate the explicit form of all symmetrized displacements of graphene, for an arbitrary q ∈q IBZ , in Supplementary Information, Table SII. All point group conventions in this study follow Cornwell 22 . Given someQ ∈Q IBZ at order N , whereQ = {q 1 . . . q N }, the task at hand is to determine if a given derivative with respect to u can be determined from evaluating the corresponding derivatives with respect to the stars. Group theoretically, one is left with the problem of forming symmetric direct products 85, 86 of a set of stars 27, 35 . As discussed in Section I B, this is a solved problem, though it is still nontrivial to execute at arbitrary order N , as we have. Explicit results are illustrated for graphene (see Table I and SIII) and rock salt (see Appendix A).
We now define relevant variables to count the total number of identity representations. The resulting number of identity representations for a givenQ is denoted nQ ir , and nQ ir = nSQ ir for allQ ∈S . The total number of irreducible derivatives can then be found as:
A final point is that time reversal symmetry can be employed in conjunction with space group symmetry to determine if space group irreducible derivatives can have a phase convention which ensures that they are purely real numbers (or purely imaginary); and this is realized in all applications in this paper.
F. Homogeneity and isotropy of space
In addition to space group symmetry and permutation of derivative indices, the potential will also conserve total linear and angular momentum. The former implies that an arbitrary shift of the system will leave all derivatives of the Born-Oppenheimer surface invariant 37, 38 ; and this is referred to as the acoustic sum rule in the context of a Taylor series in the real space basis. The acoustic sum rules can be quite challenging for real space Taylor series approaches to enforce 68, 83, 84 . To the contrary, when working with space group irreducible derivatives, and even simply translation group irreducible derivatives, the acoustic sum rules are automatically satisfied to all order by construction. Moreover, each irreducible derivative will individually satisfy the acoustic sum rule, and therefore the acoustic sum rule does not redistribute error among different irreducible derivatives. This is true for any translation group (see Eq. 6), irrespective of its size. The only care that is needed occurs when the acoustic modes, at the Γ point, are a repeating irreducible representation, and then one should ensure that they are orthogonalized to the modes of the same symmetry; which is trivial to enforce by construction. Given that space group irreducible derivatives are invariant to supercell size, and that the acoustic sum rules are automatically satisfied, there are major incentives to work purely with space group irreducible derivatives.
In the case of conservation of total angular momentum, an arbitrary global rotation will leave the potential unchanged; and enforcing this in the limit of small rotations will link a given order of real space derivatives to infinite range, in addition to linking them to the next highest order 38 . However, this does not impart any constraints on the space group irreducible derivatives within a FTG, given that the basis of the FTG does not describe pure rotation. However, the constraint may be placed within the method of Fourier interpolation (see Section II H), which interpolates the irreducible derivatives to the infinite lattice; here, free infinitesimal rotation can be enforced. In summary, isotropy of free space is not a consideration when extracting space group irreducible derivatives.
G. Taylor series of V in symmetrized variables
Having accounted for all symmetries, we are now in a position to write the Taylor series purely in terms of space group irreducible derivatives. We will label a given irreducible derivative at order N as
, where q i ∈ Q and α i ∈Γ(u q i ) and j labels repeating instances of a particular identity representation. A given derivative of the Born-Oppenheimer surface can be written in terms of the irreducible derivative as:
where
are the Clebsch-Gordon (CG) coefficients of the direct product representation, the left superscript j is a label for repeating instances of a given irreducible derivative, and the symbol D is used for the derivative of the potential with respect to irreducible representations of the displacements. The distinction between D and d should be appreciated, as the latter only depends on irreducible representations and not the rows of the irreducible representations. Our convention for the CG coefficients is to start with the normalized product representation, and then rescale by √ n where n is the smallest positive integer that produces the smallest number of radical CG coefficients. The Taylor series of the potential energy, per unit cell, is then written for a given FTG and order as:
For the specific case of in-plane displacements in graphene at N = 3 withŜ BZ =Ŝ K , we have:
of the above derivatives can be found in Table I , and the approaches to computing them are discussed in Section III. We emphasize that to third order, any possible inplane displacement withinŜ K is purely characterized by the eight real irreducible derivatives shown in Eq. 24 in addition to the four in-plane irreducible derivatives at second order (see Table I ).
H. Fourier Interpolation
Given a set of irreducible derivatives defined over some FTG, one may interpolate to a different FTG or the infinite lattice; and this can be achieved using Fourier Interpolation (FI) 10, 11 . Such trigonometric interpolations have a long history in physics, dating back to the beginning of classical mechanics 87 . We emphasize that FI is not unique, and one could supply additional information, such as the elastic constants, to improve the FI. Beyond second order, the only description of FI we are aware of is the treatment of third order in Ref. 61 . In this work, we need a FI scheme for arbitrary order, and therefore we implement the most straightforward generalization of the usual FI at second order 11, 61 ; which amounts repacking the force tensor into the Wigner-Seitz cell.
Here we outline the various steps in our FI approach. First, the dynamical tensor needs to be rotated to a common basis at eachQ ∈Q BZ , which is chosen as the naive basis labeled by each atom and cartesian displacement:
whereÛ q are the matrices that transform from the symmetrized basis under the little group of q to the naive basis (provided for graphene in Supplementary Material, Table SII), and the index i j is a two tuple containing both an atom and displacement label, while ℓ j labels an irreducible representation of the little group of q j . Subsequently, the dynamical tensor can be Fourier transformed to obtain the force tensor:
where t i ∈ (T ) andT ∈T BZ . At this point, {ΦT |T ∈ T BZ } can then be used to predict DQ at an arbitrarŷ Q point. However, such an interpolation does not guarantee point symmetry forQ / ∈Q BZ , and therefore an additional transformation is needed. The basic approach is to repack ΦT , defined overT BZ , into the corresponding Wigner-Seitz cell. To do so, a map M a1···aN T , where a i label one of the n a basis atoms in the primitive unit cell, must be created from the translation pointsT W S BZ defined over the WS BvK supercell to the conventional BvK supercellT BZ .
In order to build M a1···aN T , we begin by building m ij t , which is the corresponding map fromt BZ tot W S BZ . The process of deducing this map is related to finding the Wigner-Seitz cell associated withŜ BZ , and this is illustrated in the case ofŜ BZ =Ŝ K in graphene (see Figure 2) . Figure 2a contains a schematic of the graphene lattice, with each basis atom labeled by the translation, in lattice coordinates, of the infinite lattice. The FTĜ S K is illustrated in red, while the corresponding WS cell is illustrated in blue and green for centerings on the first and second carbon atom, respectively. Figure 2b retains only the six carbon atoms associated withŜ K , and the task is to shift all of these atoms by any translation {Ŝ K t|t ∈ Z d } that maps the atom into or onto the boundary of the WS cell; and each atom may be shifted by more than one translation. Figures 2c-d show the result of this for the two different WS cells, and the resulting map can be deduced by comparing to Figure  2a :
t is purely a property of the lattice, with t can now straightforwardly be constructed at an arbitrary N withinŜ K . For example, at N = 3 one case is:
Once the map is obtained, Φ W Ŝ T can be constructed:
whereT
. Finally, an arbitraryQ can be constructed as
This procedure has been straightforwardly executed on graphene up to N = 5 (see Section IV).
As an illustration, we provide the Fourier Interpolation of graphene at second order forŜ BZ =1,Ŝ BZ =Ŝ K , andŜ BZ = 121 (see Figure 3) . The data points denote frequencies at specific q which result from direct measurement, while the lines are the result of the Fourier interpolation, and it is clear that all symmetries are satisfied. We emphasize that only the data points are robust, and the lines are only reliable for a sufficiently large FTG. Given that there are no repeating irreducible representation forŜ BZ =1 andŜ BZ =Ŝ K , the phonon frequencies at the irreducible representations of the FTG can be obtained without any matrix diagonalization (see caption of Figure 3 ). 
III. FINITE DISPLACEMENT METHODOLOGY A. Statement of problem
Having developed a Taylor series purely in terms of space group irreducible derivatives at order N , we now turn to the problem of how to compute these derivatives using finite displacements; while exploiting perturbative derivatives (e.g. Hellman-Feynman forces) up to order n, with n < N , that the first-principles approach may provide. We refer to the order n perturbative derivatives as PD n .
Generically speaking, we define a finite displacement method as any method which explicitly moves the nuclei and fully computes the electronic structure. There are now many techniques which use a first-principles molecular dynamics trajectory as a source of data from which to fit 45, 46, 88 , and this would fall under the category of a finite displacement approach. Furthermore, those approaches extracting third order derivatives from a molecular dynamics trajectory could obviously exploit our Hierarchical Supercell approach outlined in Section III B, though we do not pursue such a program in this work because we believe fitting tens to thousands of parameters simultaneously should always be a method of last resort. Instead, we seek to use central finite difference, where the only simultaneous fitting involved is that of a quadratic function which has two parameters, and order N derivatives are isolated from all other orders.
We define two finite difference based approaches at competing extremes: the lone irreducible derivative (LID) and the bundled irreducible derivative (BID) approach. The LID approach measures the smallest possible number of irreducible derivatives simultaneously, sacrificing efficiency for accuracy, while BID simultaneously measures the maximum number of irreducible derivatives that the perturbative derivatives will allow, prioritizing efficiency over accuracy. A spectrum possibilities exists between these two approaches, though we focus on these two extremes. Both LID and BID can be executed in a single-supercell approach, performing all calculations within the BvK supercellŜ BZ , or a hierarchical supercell approach; whereby all irreducible derivatives are measured in the smallest supercell allowed by group theory. We proceed by first outlining how to derive the small-est supercell that will accommodate an arbitrary set of N waves q i ∈Q bz . We emphasize that this question is generic to any sort of waves within the lattice.
B.
Minimal supercell problem
The following unresolved problem is of utmost importance in any finite displacement approach: givenQ, find the smallest possible supercell, denotedŜQ , that accommodates all N vectors q ∈ (Q). Mathematically, we demand that all q ∈ (Q) are identity representations of the supercell,QŜ
, which demands that a supercell which accommodates any N − 1 of the q ∈ (Q) will automatically accommodate the remaining q . Therefore, we are free to remove any row inQ. Furthermore, it is useful to expressQ in units ofb BZ , so we we define a new matrixQ The modulo L kernel ofN can be formed as
where e i is a unit vector in Z d . Therefore, we havê
Finally, we can then define a given basis vector of the kernel ofQ ′ and the resulting supercell
though it should be emphasized that this supercell is not unique and may be reshaped. Most importantly, the multiplicity of the supercell is
We refer to Eq. 36 as the Minimum Supercell Multiplicity (MSM) equation. Given that calculating the Smith Normal Form is computationally inexpensive for d ≤ 3 at any realistic N , the MSM equation can be efficiently evaluated. In order to clearly illustrate this approach, a worked example is provided in Appendix C. Under certain restrictions, the largest necessary supercell multiplicity of a given FTG can be determined from Eq. 36 a priori. For any FTG of an arbitrary ddimensional crystal at N = 2 (i.e. phonons), in addition to FTG's corresponding toŜ BZ = n1, where n ∈ Z + , at arbitrary order N , the largest necessary supercell multiplicity is L
. Restated in equations, we have
The above can be proven in two parts. For N = 2, an arbitrary 
Given that the minimum of the denominator is 1, the maximum multiplicity is L m . For the case ofŜ BZ = n1 at arbitrary N , we have L m = n and therefore q i = (q i,1 /n, . . . , q i,d /n); where ∀q i,j ∈ [0, n − 1]. Then, we have
The worst case is gcd(n, G ii ) = 1, yielding a maximum multiplicity n min (N −1,d) . Eq. 37 has far reaching implications which should be appreciated. For typical materials systems (i.e. d = 1, 2, 3), Eq. 37 dictates that phonons can always be obtained from a collection of supercells of multiplicity L m , as was only recently realized 75 . Moreover, for three dimensional materials with FTGŜ BZ = n1, cubic terms can always be obtained from a collection of supercells of maximum multiplicity n 2 , proving that the BvK supercell can always be avoided for cubic terms in this common scenario.
C. Central finite difference
Central finite difference (CFD) is the method of choice in this study for computing an arbitrary derivative. The main virtue of CFD is that the error is a quadratic function of the discretization parameter ∆. A given derivative is the intercept of the following function (the indices of u
where N is the order of the derivative and ∆ is a positive real number. Higher order derivatives of a given variable are obtained by repeating the same variable. A given ∆ for an order N derivative will require up to 2 N evaluations of V . The intercept of the Eq. 40 gives the value of the derivative, and CFD guarantees that the leading order correction of an order N derivative is comprised of the order N + 2 derivatives; which dictate the strength of the quadratic error tail (see Ref. 51 for additional details). Every evaluation of V requires the numerical solution of a differential equation (e.g. Kohn-Sham equation of DFT) which is subject to it's own discretization errors (e.g. plane-wave cutoff, etc). Therefore, for sufficiently small ∆, the finite difference will be dominated by errors; while if ∆ is too large, then the results will be beyond the quadratic regime. One needs to ensure that the quadratic regime is obtained such that a valid extrapolation ∆ → 0 can be obtained: a practical but essential point. We will demonstrate that this quadratic extrapolation can typically be achieved even for fourth order derivatives within DFT (i.e. fifth derivatives of the energy if the forces are being used).
Choosing the discretization grid is an interesting optimization problem in its own right, and we aim for simplicity in this work; given that the current status quo at second and even sometimes third order is simply choosing a single delta based on experience. At least three ∆ would be needed to compute an error associated with fitting a quadratic. In this work, we typically compute up to fifteen ∆ for a given derivative, which is normally excessive, but it allowed for the testing of various schemes for optimizing the quadratic fit. Typical ranges of ∆ for force derivatives were ∆ = 0.005 − 0.05Å for first order; ∆ = 0.01 − 0.1Å for second order; and ∆ = 0.01 − 0.15Å for third and fourth order. Given V u 1 ...u N (∆) evaluated over some set of N different ∆, we need to choose which points to use in the least squares fit of the quadratic error tail. To do so, we construct the least squares fit for all sets of ∆ obtained from choosing n from N , where n ∈ [4, N ]. Clearly, the smallest number of points will always deliver the smallest error, so we choose our metric to be the standard error of the fit divided by the number of points used in the fit. We reiterate that there are many different schemes one can choose, and in some situations it will suffice to choose a single ∆, such as most first order derivatives, but it is difficult to know a priori. An illustration of the result of choosing the quadratic error tail can be seen in Figure 4 , which will be discussed in Section III D.
Hereafter, we refer to the determination of a given derivative via finite difference as a single "measurement", and this should not be confused with a single calculation; as the number of calculations is determined by the number of ∆ one chooses. Given that different practitioners will choose different numbers of ∆, the number of measurements is what should be compared when contrasting different methods of extracting all derivatives. Finally, it should be noted that the cost of obtaining n distinct ∆ may be considered to be far less than performing n calculations, given that the wave function of the (n − 1)-th ∆ can be used to seed the n-th ∆ at a great reduction in computational cost; and we exploit this.
D. Individually resolving irreducible derivatives:
lone irreducible derivative approach
The first procedure we outline involves measuring a single irreducible derivative at a time, or as few as group theoretically possible, which we call the lone irreducible derivative (LID) approach. This approach encompasses the original frozen phonon approach 69 , but we apply it under the most general conditions. We emphasize that LID specifically refers to irreducible derivatives of the space group, and not simply irreducible derivatives of the translation group.
If the first-principles method to evaluate V does not provide any perturbative derivatives, then LID is a natural choice. While any complete basis can be employed at the same cost, directly probing a given irreducible derivative could help circumvent potential numerical problems. If perturbative derivatives PD n are available, where n < N , LID becomes an inefficient choice, as the most efficient possibility is to simultaneously measure a maximum number of irreducible derivatives at once (see Section III E and III F for the Bundled Irreducible Derivative approaches). However, LID is still essential in that it should be the method of choice for the most accurate measurement of a given irreducible derivative. For example, when constructing a Taylor series of a particular mode associated with a structural phase transition, LID is the method of choice to ensure that each irreducible derivative is resolved as precisely as possible.
Given that the irreducible representations of the translation group are inherently complex numbers, u q are in general complex. Therefore, a unitary transformation to a real representation is needed:
We refer to this basis as the "real-q" representation, and it should be emphasized that these functions do not transform like irreducible representations of the translation group, though this is easily accounted for. Given some irreducible derivative d α1...αN q 1 ...q N , one needs to determine which corresponding real-q derivatives need to be measured. The first point to appreciate is that an irreducible derivative will in general be a complex number; though specific cases may be purely real due to the combination of time reversal and inversion symmetry, or if all {u q |q ∈Q} are purely real (e.g. Γ-point). We begin by considering the simplest case of PD 0 . A complex derivative will require at least two measurements, in order to recover both the real and imaginary parts.
The same logic applies at higher order, though there are differences to consider. When using the real-q representation at higher order, it is possible that multiple irreducible derivatives will inherently be probed simultaneously. For example, consider the fourth order derivative d α1α2α3α4, where α i are all distinct irreducible representations. In this case, any possible derivative V α1 α2 α3 α4 q r 1 q r 2 q r 3 q r 4 , where r i ∈ {c, s}, will inherently probe six complex irreducible derivatives:
Consequently, the chain rule dictates that six real-q derivatives must be measured, such as:
Therefore, in the most general case, multiple irreducible derivatives must be simultaneously considered even in the LID approach, though in many cases a single irreducible derivative can be probed. Now we consider LID in the case where there are perturbative derivatives, and we focus on the common scenario of PD 1 (i.e. Hellman-Feynman forces). We can now reexamine the previous two examples. In the case of the complex derivative d α1α2, both the real and imaginary parts can be simultaneously measured, given that a derivative along u q s q c . Therefore, even though our intent was to measure a single irreducible derivative, we immediately obtain a second one given that we have repeating irreducible representations in this example. In the simpler case of d αᾱ, PD 1 has precisely the same cost as PD 0 given that both cases require one measurement 
(assuming the undistorted energy is known); though PD 1 has the possibility of performing forward finite difference which would save a factor of two. For the case of d α1α2α3α4, using PD 1 , all six real-q derivatives can be obtained from three measurements of the N − 1 derivatives of the forces: {u We executed the LID approach using PD 1 for graphene at N =2, 3, 4, and 5, with FTG up toŜ bz =121, 31, 21, and 21, respectively. In Figure 4 , we provide an example for N =3, 4, and 5, where each data point corresponds to a single evaluation of V u 1 ...u N (∆) (i.e. up to 2 N DFT calculations for a given ∆). The red line is a quadratic fit to a subset of the points, as described in Section III C, and the intercept of this curve is the value of the indicated irreducible derivative. The values of all irreducible derivatives forŜ BZ =Ŝ K at N = 2 and N = 3 are given in Table I , while the values for 31 andŜ 2K at N = 3 are given in Supplementary Information in Table SIII .
E. Maximally exploiting perturbative derivatives: bundled irreducible derivative approach
Here we consider the most efficient approach for extracting order N derivatives given PD n , where n < N , while restricting all calculations to the BvK supercell S BZ ; and this latter constraint will be removed in the next section. The intent is to determine as many irreducible derivatives as possible in a given measurement, and therefore we refer to this approach as bundled irreducible derivative (BID) approach; and given the use of the BvK supercell, we refer to this as the single-supercell bundled irreducible derivative (SS-BID) approach. In any BID approach, a basis is explicitly chosen to maximally avoid the block diagonal structure of the dynamical tensor. For simplicity, we focus on the most common case where only forces are a priori known, PD 1 , though generalizing to other cases is straightforward. We have already defined the total number of unknowns which must be computed in the BvK supercellŜ BZ as nŜ BZ ir . We now must determine the total number of measurements, denoted nŜ BZ m , in some specifically chosen basis which is yet to be determined. It is straightforward to a priori determine the upper bound of nŜ BZ m using group theory alone for N = 2. One needs to count the largest number of repeats for a given irreducible representation at a given q-point, and then divide by the length of the corresponding star:
SS-BID
where a α q is the number of times the α irreducible representation repeats at q, and the outer bracket denotes the ceiling function. For a detailed example illustrating this procedure at second order in ZrO 2 , see Appendix B.
Beyond second order, it is straightforward to determine the lower bound using a counting argument:
where the numerator is the number of irreducible derivatives and the denominator is the number of nonzero force equations nŜ BZ F = n q n a n p − d. The exact nŜ BZ m can straightforwardly be determined by explicit calculation, and we have found that the equality in Eq. 45 holds for N ≥ 3 in every case we examined in graphene and rock salt.
Having determined nŜ BZ m , the specific choice of basis, which we call the "bundled basis", must be constructed for all measurement; being a set of real displacement vectors {b ir . The choice of bundled basis is not unique, but an obvious criterion is to minimize the condition number ofĈŜ BZ , which will ensure a minimal propagation of error upon solving for dŜ BZ ir . We explored this possibility by generating thousands of random bundled basis sets and choosing the one with the smallest condition number. We refer to this as the condition number optimized (CNO) bundled basis. The only downside to this is that it is inconvenient to disseminate the choices that we made.
A simple option is to create a sequence of rational numbers using the FTG's of a one dimensional lattice:
whereq n BZ corresponds to supercell n. The first bundled vector is obtained by iterating over every displacement withinŜ BZ and imparting an amplitude of cos(2πj n n), where j n is the nth element of the set j and n has an inner loop running over the n p displacements and an outer loop running over all n a n q atoms inŜ BZ . The remaining (2 N nŜ BZ m −1) bundled basis vectors are generated by continuing along the sequence j. We simply refer to this as the simple bundled basis (SBB), and in all cases we tested the 2 N nŜ BZ m vectors generated in this manner did fulfill rank(ĈŜ BZ ) = nŜ BZ ir . While the condition number of the resultingĈŜ BZ for SBB will generally be larger than the CNO basis, the differences in the resulting irreducible derivatives were typically very small (direct comparisons are made in Supplementary Information, Figure S3 ). All BID results in this paper were generated using the SBB basis unless otherwise noted.
We illustrate some specific results using BID in Figure  4 , indicated by a dashed line. As shown, the results agree with the LID approach to within fractions of a percent. This excellent agreement signifies that we successfully resolved the quadratic error tails within the SBB bundled basis, indicating that the Hellman-Feynman forces were maximally harnessed without any appreciable loss in precision.
Given that our method works purely in terms of irreducible derivatives, we are guaranteed to satisfy all possible symmetries of the order N Taylor series by construction; and our BID approach allows them to be extracted in the smallest number of measurements. Therefore, it is useful to compare with competing approaches which implement symmetry using extrinsic real space symmetry approaches, and we focus on the example of the rock salt structure at N = 3.
A recent paper compared the efficiency of three popular approaches to compute cubic terms using finite displacements 84 , which we shall label by the codes which implement them: AAPL 84 , Phono3py 90 , and ShengBTE 83 . Figure 5a replots the results that were presented in reference 84, which determines the number of DFT calculations required to determine all cubic derivatives within some real space cutoff shell within a given supercell, and serves as a measure of the extent to which symmetry has been accounted for. We have reproduced the results for the case of Phono3py, which ensures we have properly understood the conventions and assumptions when using Phono3py in reference 84; and we assume that the analogous procedures were applied for AAPL and ShengBTE, as we did not attempt to interpret the choices made in executing these latter codes.
It is important to first clarify the x-axis of Figure 5a , which we labeled as being both the "Neighbor Shell" and S BZ = x1. For the competing approaches (i.e. AAPL, Phono3py, and ShengBTE), this means that aŜ BZ = x1 supercell is constructed and only derivatives within a xneighbor shell are retained. Alternatively, when we used our SS-BID method for comparison, we compute all possible derivatives which exist withinŜ BZ = x1. Therefore, this is not not a fair comparison with respect to our space group irreducible approach. It is worth noting that if one does not include a real space truncation in the Phono3py code, allowing it to compute all derivatives within the supercell, the numbers are substantially larger. For example, if one executeŜ BZ = 31 in Phono3py without any truncation, the number of DFT runs increases to 194; nearly doubling as compared to the truncated case (i.e. x = 3 in 5a). Figure 5a shows that AAPL, Phono3py, and Sheng-BTE all overestimate the actual number of calculations which are required to extract all irreducible derivatives within the supercell. To give an idea of the computational speedup, we assume that the first-principles method will scale as the square of the number of atoms and plot the total time in Figure 5b , demonstrating a substantial gain over all competing approaches.
In order to clearly demonstrate the group theoretical nature of our results, we explicitly list all irreducible derivatives for the case ofŜ BZ = 21 in Appendix A. As shown, there are 33 real irreducible derivatives and these can all be obtained within a single measurement according to Eq. 45. We emphasize that the result of our group theoretical analysis is not original in this case, as Birman et. al first derived all possible results for a third order product, symmetric or otherwise, in Complexity analysis for rocksalt structure at N = 3, comparing existing published methods (ShengBTE, Phono3py, and AAPL, taken from Ref. 84 ) with our approaches (SS-BID and HS-BID); including (a) number of required DFT calculations and (b) time complexity assuming that the DFT calculations scale quadratically with system size. Existing methods only calculate the derivatives out to the x neighbor shell (where x is the horizontal axis) within supercellŜBZ = x1, while our methods computes all derivatives within the corresponding supercell.
F. Bundled irreducible derivatives with hierarchical supercells
Here we consider an alternative BID approach which demands that each irreducible derivative is computed within the smallest possible supercell in which it fits; and we refer to this as the hierarchical supercell bundled irreducible derivative (HS-BID) approach. Our Minimum Supercell Multiplicity equation dictates that for three dimensional materials having uniform supercells, the BvK supercell can be completely avoided for N ≤ 3, and therefore HS-BID will yield a substantial increase in computational efficiency for first-principles approaches which scale in a super-linear fashion, as most do, despite the fact that more total calculations are required.
The first step is to categorize the smallest supercell into which each irreducible derivatives fits. Therefore, for allS ∈S BZ , we must determine the smallest supercellŜS which contains at least oneQ ∈S ; and the set of all supercells is denoted asS BZ , where |S BZ | ≤ |Q IBZ |. Additionally, we construct a setSŜ which contains all {S } commensurate withŜ. Furthermore, for everySŜ, we create a subset denotedS
, which consists of all orbits S i that are contained byŜ and not contained by anyŜ j where det(Ŝ j ) < det(Ŝ). Now, the number of irreducible derivatives which must be computed in a given supercell is n In order to illustrate the definitions in the preceding paragraph, we consider graphene at N = 3 andŜ BZ = 31, wherẽ
with the notation taken from Figure 1b . The set of supercellsS BZ is:
Finally, theS
for eachŜ ∈S BZ is:
Here we see that only two out of the seven totalQ need to be computed in the BvK supercell; though it should be noted that those two have the lowest symmetry. The next step is to determine the bundled basis for eachŜ ∈S BZ . Therefore, we split dŜ ir into two separate vectors dŜ ∨ and dŜ ∧ containing the irreducible derivatives which do not (∨) and do (∧) fit into a smaller supercell, respectively. Similarly, the previously defined chain rule matrixĈŜ can be split into two respective pieceŝ CŜ ∨ andĈŜ ∧ . Finally, we can obtain the unknown derivatives which only fit inŜ:
where (ĈŜ ∨ ) + refers to the pseudoinverse. A necessary condition for the bundled basis is that rank(ĈŜ ∨ ) = n ∨Ŝ ir , and the basis can be chosen using the same schemes as described for SS-BID. Once the bundled basis has been chosen for eachŜ ∈S BZ , the CFD measurements can be performed, and then the irreducible derivatives can be extracted from the smallest to largest supercell. It should be noted that all calculations can be performed simultaneously, given that the bundled basis can be determined a priori.
The only remaining idea to be introduced is the notion of "overbundling" irreducible derivatives. Given that n ∨Ŝ ir /nŜ F is typically not a round number, it may be possible to obtain irreducible derivatives which fit in a smaller supercell for free. Specifically, derivatives tallied in n ∧Ŝ ir may possibly be added without any increase in nŜ m ; though in general the bundled basis will need to be modified to properly sample the additional derivatives.
It is useful to compare the performance of HS-BID with SS-BID, in addition to the competing approaches (see Figure 5b ). Assuming the first-principles method scales quadratically with system size, HS-BID is more than an order of magnitude faster than all competing approaches that we examined. The speedup would be far more dramatic for for first-principles methods with poorer scaling, such as hybrid functionals. It should be emphasized that the speedup of HS-BID compared to SS-BID will be far more dramatic for N = 2 as compared to N = 3, treated in this example. Given the efficiency of our new methods, crystals with increasingly complex unit cells may be treated using DFT, and methods which scale poorly (e.g. hybrid functionals) may now be used to compute phonons and their interactions more regularly.
Finally, we discuss factors related to the quality of the measurements. Given that some measurements may be deficient (i.e. poor quadratic error tails), it may be easier to simply dispense with them as opposed to fixing them. For example, if one is not overbundling, there may be room to simply remove a derivative while keeping the chain rule matrix full rank; and we refer to this as "pruning". If not, one can simply add additional measurements, which we refer to as "overmeasuring", and then one can prune away the problem derivatives.
IV. ASSESSING THE RESULTS
A. General Considerations
No matter what formalism is used to compute the Taylor series of the Born-Oppenheimer surface, one needs some clear criteria to assess the quality of the results. Many studies predict some observable and then compare to experiment. This is not an ideal test on its own, even if successful, because it easily allows for a cancellation of errors and human bias to interact in a dangerous manner; especially so when an approach simultaneously fits many derivatives. Ideally, the test should be purely self-consistent, only answering how well the Born-Oppenheimer surface of the first-principles method at hand is captured. In this vein, some studies compare their results to first-principles molecular dynamics on small supercells. We note that first-principles molecular dynamics contains the Taylor series to infinite order, so failure will not differentiate between a poor expansion and activation of higher order terms not included in the expansion being tested. Furthermore, one can only probe relatively small FTG's in this manner, due to the computational expense of first-principles approaches.
Here we consider several different validations for Taylor series, the first being completely generic to any method, and the others being specific to finite displacements. The first is the strain derivatives of the phonons, where the Nth order strain derivative will result in an infinite range coupling of the (N + 2)-th order force tensor. This is an ideal test in that strain derivatives can efficiently be calculated by simply perturbing the lattice vectors in the context of a phonon calculation; which will not alter the number of atoms within the unit cell in any given calculation. A usual scenario is the first volume derivative of the phonons, which, in conjunction with the phonons, gives rise to the well-known Grüneisen parameters 1 . Furthermore, the Grüneisen parameters are directly connected to thermodynamic observables, and therefore properly resolving them is physically well justified; which is why Grüneisen parameters have often served as a test of cubic phonon interactions 81 . The other two tests we perform are more specific to finite displacement calculations: assessing the quality of the quadratic error tails and comparing results of BID and LID approaches. Below we illustrate all three tests.
B. Strain derivatives of the phonons
We begin by assessing the order N strain derivatives, and we restrict our attention identity strains (i.e. uniform in all directions) for simplicity. Taylor series expanding the dynamical tensor to first order for N selected q i , contracting with the corresponding acoustic displacement vectors to leading order in q , taking the small q limit of the corresponding displacements, and taking the identity strain derivatives, we arrive at an analytic ex- pression for the N -th order identity strain derivative of the dynamical matrix. We have restricted ourselves to crystals which have no internal degrees of freedom, re-sulting in the following equation:
where ǫ A is the identity strain, e i is a d-dimensional unit vector, and |ψ α Γ is an acoustic vector at the zone center. For crystals with internal degrees of freedom, or for arbitrary strain states, one must explicitly compute the first order corrections to the q dependence of the acoustic modes; and this requires the phonons. The key point is that it is straightforward to directly measure the left hand side of Eq. 50 by computing the phonons at a series of different uniform strains, resulting in a set of strain derivative of the phonons defined over some FTG which can then be Fourier interpolated. Additionally, the corresponding quantity can be predicted purely using the N = N + 2 irreducible derivatives on the right side of Eq. 50; and the factor N k=1 (t k + A a k ) means that long range terms in the force tensor will be amplified, creating a test that is sensitive to noise in long range terms.
For the case of N = 1, the Grüneisen parameters may be constructed as:
whereÛ q is the unitary transformation that diagonalizes the dynamical matrix. Equation 50 for N = 1 in conjunction with Equation 51 is consistent with the equation presented in Ref. 92 . We begin by comparing our measured and predicted Grüneisen parameters in Figure 6a . The direct measurement of the Grüneisen parameters via strain central finite difference are denoted with circles (diamonds) for the inplane (out-of-plane) modes, while the blue lines are obtained via Fourier interpolation; and these results are referred to as "Measured", given that they are numerically exact for the actual points. The results obtained from using the cubic dynamical tensor in conjunction with Equation 50 are presented for several different FTG's. It should be noted that there are no data points on these curves, as no part of these curves are numerically exact. The FTGŜ BZ = 21 displays relatively poor agreement overall, though the uppermost branch is in good agreement, and several other branches have a proper shape but are simply shifted (Ŝ BZ =Ŝ K displayed very similar results, and is not shown for clarity). This is consistent with the interpretation that the dynamical tensor is robust, but the FTG is simply too small. Moving to the next larger FTG,Ŝ BZ = 31, the results markedly improve, with only relatively small disagreement; here the discrepancies are likely too large for sensitive quantities like thermal conductivity. The next larger FTG,Ŝ Table SIII ; withŜ BZ = 2Ŝ K having 215 purely real or imaginary terms. All the preceding results were obtained using SS-BID, but the results using HS-BID and LID are extremely similar (see Supplementary Information, Fig.  S1 ).
The quartic elements of the dynamical tensor can be probed via the second strain derivatives of the phonons, which is shown Figure 6b; where the second strain derivative alone is plotted. For the coarsest FTG,Ŝ BZ = 21, the general shape is smooth and resembles the numerically exact measurements, though the deviations are relatively large. However, the near perfect agreement of LID and BID suggests that the derivatives are robust, but a larger FTG is needed. Moving to the next larger FTG,Ŝ BZ = 31, the results improve for the out-of-plane modes, while the in-plane mode results have shifted in the proper direction, but not substantially enough. Even larger FTG's would be needed for a higher resolution of the results, but we do not proceed further due to computational expense.
The quintic elements of the dynamical tensor can be probed via the third strain derivatives of the phonons, which is shown Figure 6c . In this case, onlyŜ BZ = 21 was attempted. Once again, LID and BID agree extremely well in this case, suggesting that the derivatives are robust. While the overall shape of the curves are reasonable, it is clear that a larger FTG would be required to resolve these third strain derivatives.
In summary, strain derivatives can be used as a critical test of the dynamical tensor, no matter what method is used to compute it. A more general equation can be derived for an arbitrary strain derivative, beyond the simple identity strain considered in Equation 50, which would allow for a much more detailed test; as a larger fraction of the dynamical tensor would be probed. We leave this to future work. It also should be noted that the logic of using strain derivatives of phonons as a test could be inverted to instead use them as a rich source of information which could be used to assist in extracting the dynamical tensor, and there are several studies which have begun to pursue this 51, 93 .
C. Assessing quadratic error tails
If central finite difference is being used to measure derivatives, then it is critical to assess the quality of the quadratic error tails. Our algorithm for choosing the set of ∆ used to construct the quadratic error tail is detailed in Section III C. Once the ∆ are selected and a least squares fit is performed, there will be a mean square error associated with each quadratic error tail, and a histogram can be constructed (see Figure 7) . The results are as expected, with the error increasing as N increases from two to five. Furthermore, this should be performed as a diagnostic analysis, and the first evaluation of this data did indeed reveal numerous problematic derivatives. The offending derivatives can be inspected to resolve any issues, which usually involves adding additional ∆, increasing the convergence parameters of the DFT calculations, or simply pruning the offending derivative (see Section III F). Given the common practice of using a single ∆ to estimate the value of a derivative, as opposed to properly extrapolating to ∆ = 0, it is interesting to test the efficacy of this on the predicted Grüneisen parameters for graphene withŜ BZ = 2Ŝ K (see Figure 8 ). As shown, substantial errors occur if ∆ is too large or too small, though reasonable results can be obtained with a properly chosen single ∆ in this case; but it can be difficult to choose a priori. We have observed that the results become more sensitive to a single ∆ asŜ BZ increases (not shown), most likely because more irreducible derivatives are being simultaneously measured. For a sufficiently large FTG, it is possible that no single ∆ will be effective.
D. Bundled versus Lone derivatives
Another obvious test is to compare BID to LID. Of course, if extremely high reliability and precision is needed, and one has the computing resources to execute LID, then LID is the best route. However, this will not always be possible, and BID will frequently be needed. Bundled derivatives are challenging in the sense that the many irreducible derivatives that are simultaneously being measured may have starkly different quadratic error tails, which may result in a relatively small region of ∆ which is resolvable as quadratic (see Supplementary Information, Figure S2a , for a problematic example). As a result, very stringent convergence parameters within DFT may be required to successfully resolve this quadratic region. Alternatively, LID measures as few irreducible derivatives as possible, and the error tails tend to be much better behaved in this method. Therefore, when using BID, one can still compute some fraction of irreducible derivatives using LID as a test; perhaps either a subgroup of the given FTG, or maybe some random selection. Figure 9 provides a comparison between the irreducible derivatives as computed using LID and BID for N = 3 − 5. As expected, the error is smallest for N = 3, and increases for N = 4 and N = 5. The terms that have relatively large errors tend to be sufficiently small in magnitude relative to the average magnitude.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a general framework for characterizing and computing phonons and their interactions. The first aspect of our work is to write the Taylor series expansion of the Born-Oppenheimer surface purely in terms of space group irreducible derivatives. Space group irreducible derivatives guarantee invariance to all space group operations, homogeneity of free space, and permutation symmetry with respect to the order of differentiation; resulting in a Taylor series that satisfies all the possible symmetries by construction.
We demonstrate that it should not be assumed that numerical implementations of extrinsic symmetry ap- proaches are capturing all symmetry (see Sections III E and III F for examples), and such approaches may produce potentials with broken symmetry that are susceptible to all sorts of uncontrolled errors. Space group irreducible derivatives not only guarantee that all symmetry is satisfied by construction, but they also provide a convenient means for storing and disseminating results; and this will be critical to data based approaches to the physics of materials.
The second contribution of this work was to resolve an apparently outstanding mathematical problem regarding the translation group. In particular, we resolve the minimum supercell problem, which is to find the smallest possible supercell that will accommodate N wavevectors in a d dimensional crystal. We show that this problem is equivalent to constructing the modulo L kernel space of the integer matrixQ under consideration (expressed in lattice coordinates ofb BZ ); which we prove can be achieved using the Smith Normal Form, resulting in the Minimum Supercell Multiplicity (MSM) equation (Eq. 36). In practice, this approach can always be executed with negligible computational cost. Furthermore, the MSM equation dictates that for any FTG of an arbitrary d-dimensional crystal at N = 2 (i.e. phonons), in addition to any FTG's corresponding toŜ BZ = n1 at arbitrary order N , the largest necessary supercell multiplicity is L min (N −1,d ) m . The implication for N = 2 and d ≤ 3 was only recently realized 75 , while the same cannot be said for N = d = 3; which will have a major impact for the computation of cubic interactions using finite displacement approaches.
The third contribution of this work is the formulation of two finite displacement approaches for computing phonons and their interactions. First, we formulate the lone irreducible derivative (LID) approach, which measures a single irreducible derivative, or as few as possible, at a time in the smallest possible supercell. The LID approach is the generalization of the original frozen phonon approach to fully exploit intrinsic symmetrization and minimal supercells at an arbitrary order. While LID does not efficiently exploit perturbative derivatives, it should be the method of choice when the most precise results are needed for a finite difference calculation of a given irreducible derivative. The second finite displacement approach we develop is the bundled irreducible derivative (BID) approach; which maximally exploits perturbative derivatives in order to obtain higher derivatives via finite difference. BID guarantees that all derivatives are extracted in the smallest possible number of calculations. We demonstrate how to implement this BID approach both using a single supercell approach, and using a hierarchical supercell approach, which guarantees that all derivatives are executed in the smallest supercell possible.
We explicitly execute both LID and BID using the Hellman-Feynman forces (i.e. first derivatives) for graphene; computing irreducible derivatives at N = 2 − 5. We explicitly tabulate all irreducible derivatives forŜ BZ = 2Ŝ K at N = 3; which amounts to 215 purely real or imaginary numbers. We note thatŜ BZ = 2Ŝ K will reproduce the numerically exact Grüneisen parameters with a relatively high fidelity. For cubic interactions in the rock salt structure, we have demonstrated that our Hierarchical Supercell Bundled Irreducible Derivative (HS-BID) is more than an order of magnitude faster than approaches implemented in the ShengBTE, Phono3py, and AAPL codes. Corresponding speedups at second order will be even more dramatic.
While perturbation theory should be used to the highest order possible whenever possible, the many scenarios where it is not yet available, which range from practical issues in some particular DFT code or difficult technical issues associated with beyond DFT methods, imply that finite difference will play a critical role in the foreseeable future. Our developments will allow finite displacement based methods to be implemented as efficiently as possible. Finally, we emphasize that techniques which use a first-principles molecular dynamics trajectory as data to fit phonon interactions can also exploit our hierarchical supercell approach.
Our final development relates to assessing the quality of phonon interactions. We build upon the tradition of using the Grüneisen parameters as a test of cubic phonon interactions. We derive an analytic equation to compute the N -th uniform strain derivative of the phonons, which is a linear combination of the (N +2)-th irreducible derivatives. The strain derivatives of the phonons are straightforward to compute, and provide a stringent, infinite ranged test of the force tensor, which is constructed from the irreducible derivatives.
The above developments should greatly assist in ad-vancing the computation of phonons and their interactions, which will impact a broad range of applications. An important point that has not been addressed in this paper is that object oriented, modular software has been developed to implement all of the ideas in this paper at arbitrary order N . This free, open source software will be disseminated shortly, and described in the appropriate forum. In this appendix, we consider the rock salt structure and present all space group irreducible derivatives for N = 3 in the supercellŜ BZ = 21. The rocksalt structure has space group Fm3m, and the structure can be defined asâ
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where a is the lattice constant. Given the FTGŜ BZ = 21, we havẽ
The next step is to symmetrize the displacements at each q ∈q IBZ , whereG Γ = O h ,G L = D 3d , and G X = D 4h . Decomposing each representation in terms of irreducible representations (and removing the acoustic modes), we have:
The induced representations of each u α q must be constructed:
where the induced representations are listed directly below each u α q , the index k enumerates them, and α k is an irreducible representation of O h . For the Γ point, u
. We now have all the information we need to deduce if a star product can be nonzero.
For N = 3, the irreducibleQ must be constructed:
Next, eachQ ∈Q IBZ must be examined. For (Γ, Γ, Γ), there are only T 1u vectors, and the symmetric direct product can be constructed,
which does not contain the identity representation. Therefore, there are no cubic terms contained within the primitive cell. For (Γ, L a , L a ), we must execute the symmetric direct product of all full space group irreducible representations associated with each little group irreducible representation for each q ∈Q, which results in
where the left superscript indicates that multiple identity representations are produced in that product. For (L a , L b , X z ), we follow the same procedure, obtaining
The same analysis for (Γ, X z , X z ) and (X x , X y , X z ) proves that there are no allowed derivatives in those twõ Q. In conclusion, there are a total of 33 space group irreducible derivatives. One can reach the same conclusion by inspecting the product and symmetric product tables, which were constructed to third order, for Fm3m by Birman et. al 91 .
1. SS-BID and HS-BID approach with PD1 for N = 3 andŜBZ = 21
We begin by evaluating the SS-BID approach, where the maximum number of irreducible derivatives are measured simultaneously in the BvK supercell. In this case, we have n However, it is clearly more efficient to avoid the BvK supercell altogether using the HS-BID approach. Using the Smith Normal Form of the two allowedQ, we can find the smallest supercells for each case: In this section, we execute our method in the case of phonons of ZrO 2 , comparing to the previously published work 11 . ZrO 2 has space group symmetry F m3m, and we study the FTG corresponding to the 2 × 2 × 2 supercell of the conventional cubic unit cell. The primitive lattice cell vectors have the same form as rock salt, Eq. A1, while the conventional cubic cell iŝ
Therefore, the BvK supercell isŜ BZ = 2Ŝ C , and we have n q = det(Ŝ BZ ) = 32. All of the conventions defined in rock salt will follow throughout, though we do not need subscripts to label a given q ∈s q as this is second order. The irreducible Brillouin zone is given bỹ
The irreducible representations of the displacements according toG q are:
where the first set of parenthesis enclose irreducible representations purely associated with O atoms, while the second set correspond purely to Zr. The T 1u mode, which is not enclosed in any parenthesis, is a mixture of Zr and O atoms. The number of irreducible derivatives can be determined by inspecting Eq. B4, counting once for each irreducible representation and once for each pair of repeating irreducible representations at a given q . All 52 space group irreducible derivatives are listed in Table II , and they may be chosen to be real given the presence of inversion and time reversal symmetry. This proves that the analysis in Ref. 11 did not properly account for all symmetry, as they arrived at 59 nonzero parameters.
We now turn to extracting these 52 irreducible derivatives using SS-BID, and we can use the specific second order equation for the number of measurements in Eq. 44. The result is that n 2ŜC m = 1, and all derivatives can be extracted from a single measurement; as compared to the two measurements (i.e. four calculations) in the original study 11 . We demonstrate the result of this single measurement, providing all space group irreducible derivatives in Table II , along with a plot of the phonons in Figure 10 .
The execution of the SS-BID is only a proof of principle, as in practice one would always perform HS-BID as it far more efficient. Indeed, HS-BID completely avoids the BvK supercellŜ BZ = 2Ŝ C , extracting all irreducible derivatives from smaller supercells. In this case, we havẽ The number of calculations required in each supercell is 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, and 1, respectively. The gain in time complexity as is described in Section III F is an order of magnitude. Furthermore, overbundling can be exploited with only computingŜ A ,Ŝ ∆ ,Ŝ W supercells with 2, 1, and 1 calculations respectively, increasing additional efficiency by avoiding smaller supercells.
Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations within the local density approximation (LDA) 15 were performed using the Projector Augmented Wave (PAW) method 16, 17 , as implemented in the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP) [18] [19] [20] [21] . A plane wave basis with a kinetic energy cutoff of 700 eV was employed. We used a Γ-centered k-point mesh of 4×4×4. All k-point integrations were done using tetrahedron method with Blöchl corrections 94 . The crystal structure was relaxed, yielding a lattice parameter of 5.0303Å. 
18.834 Here we give an example illustrating how to find the minimum supercell that accommodates a givenQ. There is no need to specify a crystal structure given that this problem is only specific to the translation group. Let us consider an example for N = 3:
d
Here L = 4, and we can now drop the third row, for example, and rewrite in terms of lattice coordinates of
We can apply row and column operationsR andĈ in order to achieve the Smith Normal FormN =RQ ′Ĉ :
It is straightforward to write the kernel ofN:
Finally, the kernel of ker(Q ′ ) can be easily constructed, in addition to a minimal supercell which accommodateŝ Q:
We emphasize that this particular choice of supercell is not unique, and may be reshaped. The multisetQ = {q |q ∈ (Q)}.
I. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
S
The star ofQ. The total number ofS in aŜBZ is |Q IBZ |.
SŜ
The set of all {S } whereŜ accommodates at least one memberQ ∈S .
S ∨ S
The set of all {S } whereŜ has the smallest det(Ŝ) that accommodates at least one memberQ ∈S , and that member will not fit in any smaller supercell.
QŜ
The set of allQ within the supercellŜ. The caseQŜ BZ may be abbreviated asQ BZ .
Q IBZ A set of all point irreducibleQ in the first Brillouin zone.
The set of allT within the supercellŜ.TŜ BZ may be abbreviated asT BZ .
SBZ
A smallest set ofŜ matrices which can accommodate at least oneQ ∈S for allS ∈S BZ , with the constraint that eachŜ has the minimum | det(Ŝ)| allowed by the translation group.
nS ir The number of irreducible derivatives at order N for anyQ ∈S . nŜ ir
The total number of irreducible derivatives at order N and supercellŜ. nŜ F The number of nonzero force equations inŜ.
DQ
Dynamical tensor, which is the derivative of the energy with respect displacements that transform as space group irreducible representations. d 
